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Awakening nature - comic
In movies, animation, and comics, it is important to be versed in different techniques 
for graphic storytelling. All of them use different picture sizes, picture angles and other 
solutions. For example, when it comes to picture sizes, a panorama represents the char-
acter in their surroundings, while a close-up clearly reveals small details in facial expres-
sions. From a frog’s perspective, or in other words, pictured from below, a character 
looks larger and more important. Occasionally, it is only necessary to see the toes of a 
character. In this activity, we will practice story telling using photography and comics.
Read more about the topic before starting this task at these links: LINK, LINK, LINK.

Pick a toy or some other object and take it outdoors with you. Photograph it observ-
ing the natural Spring surroundings, using a diverse range of picture sizes, angles and 
cropping. You can use a phone, tablet or camera. Take at least ten pictures of the toy 
observing nature.
Out of the pictures you took, choose at least four, and combine them to make a com-
ic strip, using a comic or photo-editing application or computer software. Add speech 
bubbles to the squares where the character is saying something, shouting or is surprised. 
The content of the speech bubbles can be text or even emojis. If you like, you can add 
more details to the photos using the photo-editing software. If combining the pictures 
causes any trouble, you can add the speech bubbles using your phone’s photo-editing 
app and keep the pictures apart. If you do that, number your pictures.
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What you need
A toy
The camera of your phone or tablet, or a 
camera and a computer.
An application or computer software for 
the combination of pictures and addition 
of speech bubbles, such as Strip Designer, 
Comic Star or Sketchbook.

Goal
To practice diverse methods of storytell-
ing which can be used in photography, 
comics, movies and animation.
To explore your surrounding environ-
ment from a novel point of view.
To choose an application and practice its 
use independently.

Background
A square in a comic strip can 
be whatever shape you like. 
On the other hand, even 
though videos these days are 
made with all sorts of picture 
ratios, in movies, the most 
common is still 16:9. In other 
words, if the width of the pic-
ture is 16 cm, then the height 
would be 9 cm.
For a movie, the graphic 
script of the movie is called 
a story board. A video made 
from this is called an animat-
ic, which is used especially in 
animation.
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